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Lancing Device End Cap with Skin-Engaging Jaws

Cross-Reference to Related Application

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial
No. 60/503.91 0. filed September 1 8, 2003, the entirety of which is hereby incorporated herein
by reference for all purposes.

Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates generally to medical devices and procedures,
and more particularly to lancing devices for sampling blood or other bodily fluids. The'
invention more particularly relates to an end cap for use in conjunction with a lancing
device that allows for the collection of an increased volume of blood or bodily fluid to be
sampled.

Background of the Invention

[0003] Many medical procedures require puncturing of the skin, and sometimes
underlying tissues, of a human or animal subject. For example, a sharp lancet tip is

commonly used to puncture the subject's skin for sampling of blood or other body fluid, as
forexampleinbloodglucosemonitoringbydiabetics. Generally, lancet blades or needles
wmrorrthlnn^^

pain to the patient. A lancet having a sharp lancing tip typically is mounted, permanently or
releasably, to the drive mechanism of a lancing device. The drive mechanism includes one
or more springs, cams, motors, or other mechanism(s) for moving the lancing tip from a
retracted position shielded within a housing of the lancing device to an extended position

outside of the housing for lancing the subject's skin. The lancing device may also include a
cocking mechanism for arming the drive mechanism, and/or a triggering mechanism for

firing the device. The housing of the lancing device typically includes an endcap with an
opening through which the lancing tip extends in its extended position. The endcap may
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be releasably or permanently attached to the remainder of the housing, or can comprise an

integral part of the housing.

[0004] One common problem that has been found to exist with many known lancets

and lancing devices is the closure of the puncture site before an adequate volume of blood

has been collected. Premature closure of the puncture requires additional blood to be

drawn from the patient, often in a separate and sometimes less desirable location, resulting

in an increase in pain and stress to the subject. Costs also increase, as multiple lancets

are required to acquire an adequate sample. This is particularly the case when alternate

sampling sites other than the fingertips, such as for example the forearm or earlobe, are

lanced. Lancing at such alternate sampling sites may be desirable because repeated

lancing of the fingertips can result in callous formation, leading to less consistent sampling

and decreased sensitivity of the fingertips. In addition, the fingertips have a greater density

of nerve endings than alternate sampling sites, resulting in greater pain sensation from

fingertip lancing than lancing at alternate sites. To increase patient compliance with a

prescribed sampling regimen, it is desirable to minimize pain resulting from the lancing

operation. However, because alternate sites typically contain a lower density of capillaries

or a deeper capillary bed than the fingertips, alternate sampling sites often yield insufficient

^rcjjf^7^21^^TQ2S.t
"-G!g.

mature closure
- .... - - - - -

[0005] Attempts have been made to provide lancing devices that inhibit premature

closure of the puncture site and yield increased sample size. Such attempts have included

the use of a stimulator member slideably mounted to the housing for cyclically pumping

around the puncture site to "milk" the wound. Although utilizing the aforementioned

pumping sequence may allow a larger sample to be collected before closure of the

puncture site, occasionally a sample is still insufficient, and another lancing operation to

collect blood or analytic fluid is required. Additionally, the repeated application and release

of pressure from such pumping can result in contact between the sample and the lancing

device, smearing and/or contaminating the sample and necessitating another lancing
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operation, and/or can lead to bruising ofthe tissue surrounding the sampling site Also the
prov.sion of a translation^ mounted stimulator member results in increased complexity
and cost of the lancing device.

[0006] Thus it can be seen that needs exist for improved lancing devices and
methods to facilitate increased sample volume of blood or other analytic fluid and to
prevent premature closure of the sampling site. Needs further exist for such mechanisms
and methods that are readily adaptable to current lancing devices and procedures and
which can be utilized for lancing at fingertip as well as alternate sample collection sites.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] '"examPleforms.thepreSentinventioniS anendcapforalancingdeVicethat
enablescollection of an increased volume of blood orother body fluid to be sampled from
a samphng site of a human or animal subject. The device of the present invention is
su.tab.e for use at fingertip sampling sites, but is also well suited for use at alternate
sampling sites such as the forearm and/or earlobe. In further embodiments, the invention
-sasamplmgrnethodforincreasing collected samplesize of blood or other body fluid from
a sampling site.

^S—J^lff'^f!56"1 inVention is an ^cap for a lancing device. The^cap preferably has a first endf^^^^^^--^^
.nclud,ng an opening for passage ofa sharp tip portion of a iancet. The endcap preferablyfurther^^
face, the slot separating at least the second end of the endcap into an opposed pair of

[0009] foanotheraS
pect,theinventionisalancingdeviceforco.lectingasampIeof

bodyy from a sampling site on the skin of a subject. The .ancing device preferab*
-ncludes a lancet and a housing comprising an endcap, the .ancet being movab.e between
^position within the housing and a second position wherein at .east a sharp tip portion
of the lancet extends through the endcap. The endcap preferab,y has first and second
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opposed jaws movable between an unbiased position wherein the jaws are spaced a

distance apart from one another, and a biased position wherein the jaws are squeezed

toward one another.

[00010] In still another.aspect, the invention is a method of lancing skin to collect a

fluid sample, the method preferably including the steps of placing a contact face of a

lancing device against a subject's skin at a sampling site, the contact face having first and

second portions separated by a slot; lancing the skin at the sampling site; and pinching the

first and second portions of the contact face toward one another to compress the skin at

the sampling site.

[0001 1] These and other aspects, features and advantages of the invention will be

understood with reference to the drawing figures and detailed description herein, and will

be realized by means of the various elements and combinations particularly pointed out in

the appended claims. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description

and the following brief description of the drawings and detailed description of the invention

are exemplary and explanatory of preferred embodiments of the invention, and are not

restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[000121 FIGURE 1 shows a perspective view of an endcap for a lancing device

according to an example embodiment of the present invention.

[00013] FIGURE 2 shows a perspective view of an endcap for a lancing device

according to another example embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed Description of Example Embodiments

[00014] The present invention may be understood more readily by reference to the

following detailed description of the invention taken in connection with the accompanying

drawing figures, which form a part of this disclosure. It is to be understood that this
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invention is not limited to the specific devices, methods, conditions or parameters

described and/or shown herein, and that the terminology used herein is for the purpose of

describing particular embodiments by way of example only and is not intended to be

limiting of the claimed invention. Also, as used in the specification including the appended

claims, the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" include the plural, and reference to a

particular numerical value includes at least that particular value, unless the context clearly

dictates otherwise. Ranges may be expressed herein as from "about" or "approximately"

one particular value and/or to "about" or "approximately" another particular value. When
such a range is expressed, another embodiment includes from the one particular value

and/or to the other particular value. Similarly, when values are expressed as

approximations, by use of the antecedent "about," it will be understood that the particular

value forms another embodiment.

[00015] With reference now to the drawing figures, Figures 1 and 2 show two

example embodiments of endcaps 1 0 (corresponding reference numbers are indicated with

primes in Fig. 2) for a lancing device, according to the present invention. The endcap 10
preferably comprises a first end 12 for releasable or permanent attachment to the

remainder of a housing of a lancing device. Alternatively, the endcap forms an integral part

of the housing of the lancing device. The endcap 10 can be adapted for use with any of a

^riety^ef^BdaF4r^

appropriate configuration of coupling or attachment features of the. first end 12. The
second end 14 ofthe endcap 1 0 preferably defines an opening 16 through which the sharp

lancet tip projects in its extended position to penetrate the skin at the intended sampling

site. The endcap is preferably formed ofan engineering or medical-grade polymer, plastic,

or other material.

[0001 6] A slot 20 preferably extends across the contact face 22 of the second end 1

4

of the endcap, preferably through the center of the opening 16, and through at least a

portion of the length ofthe endcap body along opposite sidewall portions thereof. The slot

20 separates the second end 14 of the endcap into opposed first and second jaws 30a,
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30b Preferably, the slot 20 does not extend through the entire length of the endcap 1
0,
so

that a base portion proximal the first end 12 of the endcap joins the first and second jaws

30a
30banda..owsthejawstobepinchedtogetherattheirfreeendsand

resiliently return

totheirseparatedposit^^

is preferably at least about 1 mm, to permit passage of the sharp .ancet tip and to capture

an amount of tissue between the jaws sufficientto stimulate a desired amount of blood-flow

toward the sampling site when pinched together. The width of the slot 20 is preferably no

more than about 4 to 5 mm, to prevent a standard lancet body from passing completely

therethrough and being discharged from the lancing device or becoming stuck ,n the

oPening16. More PreferabW.thewidthofthes
lot20iS betweenabout2mmandabout3

1 The width of the slot 20 is preferably between about 10% to about 25%. and more

preferably about 1 5%, of the overall diameter or outside dimension of the contact face 22.

[000171 The contact face 22 optionally includes one or more surface features, such

as a raised contact ring 40, one or more ribs or protuberances, recesses, or the .ike for

increasing the surface area of contact with the skin around the sampling site and/or

stimulating blood-flow to the sampling site. In the embodiment of Fig. 1
flats

formed along the sides of the endcap body, on each jaw 30a. 30b oppos,te the slot 20

r^MhTsides of the endcap body are ribbed or knurled to provide a gnPP.ng surface 60

on each jaw 30a", 30b' opposite the slot 20'.

rO0O18l In a preferred method of operation according to the present invention, the

contactface 22 is placed against theskin around the sampling site, the device is triggered

to lance the skin at the sampling site, and the user alternately squeezes the jaws 30a. 30b

together and releases the jawsto spring back apart underthe biasof the endcap matena. s

internal resiliency. This squeezing and releasing can be repeated as necessary unf the

desired sample size is expressed from the sampling site wound. Optionally, a steady flght

pressure and/or a twisting, rocking and/or toggling motion is applied to the lancingdev.ee
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against the skin around the sampling site. Pinching the jaws 30a, 30b together and
releasing them to spring back apart, with the contact face 22 pressed against the skin

around the sampling site, causes the skin at the sampling site to be alternately compressed
and tensioned. Compressing and tensioning the skin in this manner prior to and/or during

lancing may assist in directing subcutaneous blood to pool in the area of the sampling site.

Compressing and tensioning the skin in this manner after lancing may further assist in

expressing blood out of the wound at the sampling site, as well as prevent premature

wound closure.

[00019] While the invention has been described with reference to preferred and
example embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that a variety of

modifications, additions and deletions are within the scope of the invention, as defined by
the following claims.
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What is claimed is:

1 . An endcap for a lancing device, the endcap having a first end for connection to the

lancing device and a second end comprising an opening for passage of a sharp tip portion

of a lancet, the endcap further comprising a contact face around the opening and a slot

extending through the contact face, the slot separating at least the second end of the

endcap into an opposed pair of jaws.

2. The endcap of Claim 1 , at least partially formed of a resilient material such that the

opposed pair of jaws can be pinched toward one another and will resiliently spring back

apart when released.

3. The endcap of Claim 1 , further comprising a raised contact ring projecting from the

contact face.

4. The endcap of Claim 1 , wherein each of said opposed pair of jaws comprises a

gripping surface on the sides of the endcap opposite the slot.

5. The endcap of Claim 1 , wherein the slot between the opposed pair of jaws has a

width of between 1 mm and 5 mm.

6. The endcap of Claim 5, wherein the slot between the opposed pair of jaws has a

width G4between-aboat2^mmto"aboQt-3'mm.

7. The endcap of Claim 1 , wherein the slot between the opposed pair of jaws has a

width of between about 10% to about 25% of an outside dimension of the contact face.

8. The endcap of Claim 1 , wherein the slot between the opposed pair of jaws has a

width of about 15% of an outside dimension of the contact face.
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9. A lancing device for collecting a sample of body fluid from a sampling site on the
skin of a subject, said lancing device comprising a lancet and a housing comprising an
endcap, the lancet being movable between a first position within the housing and a second
position wherein at least a sharp tip portion of the lancet extends through the endcap,
wherein the endcap comprises first and second opposed jaws movable between an
unbiased position wherein said jaws are spaced a distance apart from one another, and a
biased position wherein said jaws are squeezed toward one another.

10. The lancing device of Claim 9, wherein the endcap comprises a contact face
defining an opening through which the sharp tip. portion of the lancet extends when the
lancet is in its second position.

11. The lancing device of Claim .10, wherein the endcap further comprises a slot

extending across the contact face.

1 21 The lancing device of Claim 1 1 , wherein the slot separates at least one end of the
endcap into an opposed pair of jaws.

13. The lancing device of Claim 12, wherein the endcap further comprises a gripping

surface on an outside portion of each of the opposed pair of jaws.

14. The lancing device of Claim 11, wherein the slot has a width of between 1 mm and 5

15. The lancing device of Claim 14, wherein the slot has a width ofbetween about2 mm
to about 3 mm.

16. The lancing device of Claim 1 1 , wherein the slot has a width of between about 10%
to about 25% of an outside dimension of the contact face.

17. The lancing device of Claim 10, further comprising a raised contact ring projecting

from the contact face.
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1 8 The lancing device of Claim 9, wherein the endcap is at least partially formed of a

resilient material to ailow the endcap to flex back and forth between its unbiased and

biased positions.

19. A method of lancing skin to collect a fluid sample, the method comprising:

placing a contact face of a lancing device against a subject's skin at a

sampling site, the contact face comprising first and second portions separated by a

slot;

lancing the skin at the sampling site; and

pinchingtheftrstandsecondportionsofthecontactfacetowardoneanother

to compress the skin at the sampling site.

20 The method of Claim 19, further comprising releasing the first and second portions

ofthecontactfaceto move apart from one another to tension the skin at the sampling site.
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